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Hong Zikui is a loyal upright patriotic minister and poet of Southern Song dynasty, 
with noble constancy and extraordinary pneumatic spirit. His poetry has outstanding 
achievement and distinctive characteristics,and hold certain status in the history of 
poetry in the Song dynasty. 
 Firstly，this article inspected the time background when Hong Zikui lives, as well 
as his writings situation. Specific background and the influence of traditional 
Confucianism facilitated his intense patriotic emotion. Therefore, in his poetry, there is 
a patriotism depth with concern on people's livelihood and have mercy on people. 
    Secondly, analyze the literature thought and the poetry origin of Hong Zikui’s 
poetry. Discuss his literature thought of attaching importance on the enlighten function 
of poetry from the aspect of traditional concept and the situation of the time. And 
elaborate the origin of Hong Zikui’s poetry through his predecessor and inheritance of 
other poets. 
Thirdly, has concrete analysis to the content of Hong Zikui’s poetry. From aspect 
of the scenery travelling, mourning and consolation, village seclusion, patriotic concern 
for the people, exchanging poems as farewell present and so on, we have a classified 
research on the poetry of Hong Zikui, Points out various kind of theme poetry 
respectively the ideological content. 
Finally, discuss the artistic features of Hong Zikui's poems. Focus on the overall 
style of his poems, try to do a detailed analysis of his poetry style, such as gloomy and 
dignified, elegant and ancient, fresh and tranquil. Meanwhile，we also commented the 
artistic technique used in Hong Zikui’s poetry, such as  Metaphor, personification, 
hyperbole, imagine and synaesthesia. 
The conclusion had affirmed Hong Zikui's status in the history of poetry and 
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